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Abstract7

We already know that Structured Query Language (SQL) is a very powerful tool. It handles8

data, which is crisp and precise in nature.but it is unable to satisfy the needs for data which is9

uncertain, imprecise, inapplicable and vague in nature. The goal of this work is to use Fuzzy10

techniques i.e linguistic expressions and degrees of truth whose result are presented in this11

paper. For this purpose we have developed the fuzzy generalized logical condition for the12

WHERE part of SQL. In this way, fuzzy queries are accessing relational databases in the same13

way as with SQL. These queries with linguistic hedges are converted into Crisp Query, by14

deploying an application layer over the Structured Query Language15

16

Index terms— Fuzzy Query, Linguistic variable, Membership value, Fuzzy Logic, Fuzzy Sets, Fuzzy17
Relational Databases, Fuzzy SQL18

omplexity normally arises from uncertainty in the form of ambiguity. The computerized system is not capable19
of addressing complex and ambiguous issues. However, the human have the capacity to reason ”approximately”.20
As a result, human, when interacting with the database, want to make complex queries that have a lot of21
vagueness present in it. The traditional tools used for computing, are crisp, deterministic and certain in nature.22
Here certainty indicates that the structures and parameters of the model to be definitely known. But in real23
situations, these are not crisp and deterministic and therefore, cannot be described precisely.24

The techniques based on the fuzzy set theory are very much useful while modeling the uncertainties especially,25
when the uncertainties are non-random in nature. The proposed framework will perform the necessary translation,26
by acting as a middleware. Main aim of this model is to exploit the standard facilities available in the modern27
DBMS. The easiest way to do this is, to use classical relational databases and develop a front end that will allow28
fuzzy querying to the database. Here the underlying database will always be crisp. This paper is organized as29
follows: Fuzziness in database is presented in section 2. Section 3 explains fuzzy logic concepts. Section 4 analyses30
SQL limitations. Section 5 discusses the proposed framework for FSQL.Section 6 gives the implementation detail31
of fuzzy querying and in next section conclusion and future scopes are drawn A database is an ordered collection32
of related data elements intended to meet the information needs of an organization and designed to be shared by33
multiple users.34

If a regular or classical database is a structured collection of records or data stored in a computer, a fuzzy35
database is a database, which is able to deal with uncertain or incomplete information using fuzzy logic. Basically,36
a fuzzy database is a database with fuzzy attributes, which may be defined as attributes of an item, row, or object37
in a database, which allows storing fuzzy information.. The following is a brief definition of the characteristics38
of imperfect data: Uncertain data -The uncertainty is related to the degree of truth of its attribute value, and it39
means that we can apportion some, but not all, of our belief to a given value or a group of values.40

Vague data -Lack of definite or sharp distinctions. Imprecise data -The imprecision and vagueness are relevant41
to the content of an attribute value, and it means that a choice must be made from a given range (interval or42
set) of values but we do not know exactly which one to choose at present [8].43

Inapplicable data -There may be some entities for which a piece of data relating to one of its properties cannot44
be acquired due to a lack of the property.45
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1 A) FUZZY SET OPERATORS

In the real time situation, people express their ideas using the natural languages. Normally natural language46
has a lot of vagueness and ambiguity. However, while applying one’s thoughts as a query in terms of natural47
languages into the database, a lot of problems are experienced due to the inefficiency of RDBMS to handle such48
queries. Consider the query ”Give me the full names of the Young terrorists who were involved in the recent49
bomb blast that occurred in the region in and around GUJRAAT”. This query cannot be processed directly by50
the SQL, since it contains a lot of vagueness like Young terrorists, recent bomb blast and in and around Jammu51
Kashmir. The best remedy for modeling the above situation is by the use of Fuzzy Sets.52

Fuzzy set theory is the base of fuzzy logic. In this logic, the truth-value of a sentence (or satisfaction degree)53
is in the real interval [0, 1]. The value 0 represents completely false, and 1 is completely true. The truth-54
value of a sentence ”s” will be denoted as ?(s).Fuzzy logic was developed as a mean to do reasoning under55
uncertainty. Many new approaches and theories treating imprecision and uncertainty have been proposed since56
fuzzy set was introduced by Zadeh Fuzzy Logic is a problem-solving control system methodology that lends itself57
to implementation in systems ranging from simple, small, embedded microcontrollers to large, networked, multi-58
channel PC or workstation-based data acquisition and control systems. It can be implemented in hardware,59
software, or a combination of both. FL provides a simple way to arrive at a definite conclusion based upon60
vague, ambiguous, imprecise, noisy, or missing input information. FL’s approach to control problems mimics61
how a person would make decisions, only much faster. Fuzziness can be defined as the vagueness concerning62
the semantic meaning of events, phenomenon or statements themselves. It is particularly frequent in all areas in63
which human judgment, evaluation and decisions are important [10].64

A fuzzy set is almost any condition for which we have words: short men, tall women, hot day, cold climate,65
new building, ripe bananas, high intelligence, low speed, overweight, etc., where the condition can be given a66
value between 0 and 1. Fuzzy set ’A’ over a universe of discourse X (a finite or infinite interval) within which67
the fuzzy set can take a value) is a set of pairs:A = {?A (x) / x: x ? X, ?A(x) ? [0, 1] ? }68

Where, ?A(x) is called the membership degree of the element x to the fuzzy set A. This degree ranges between69
the extremes 0 and 1 of the dominion of the real numbers: ?A(x) = 0 indicates that x in no way belongs to the70
fuzzy set A, and ?A(x) = 1 indicates that x completely belongs to the fuzzy set A. Note that ?A(x) = 0.5 is the71
greatest uncertainty point [5].72

1 a) Fuzzy Set Operators73

For crisp sets, the basic operations are, namely, Union, OR Intersection, AND Complement, NOT As an analogy,74
for fuzzy sets we define fuzzy operators that allow us to manipulate the fuzzy sets. We similarly have fuzzy75
complements, intersection and union operators but they are not uniquely defined i.e. as membership functions,76
they are also contextdependent [5].However an important dissimilarity exists there between traditional set / logic77
and fuzzy set theory. Traditionally there is a distinction between a union operation of sets and OR of logic as is78
the case with intersection and AND also. But in fuzzy theory there is no such distinction between the logical and79
set Operators Fuzzy sets allow operations of union, intersection, and complement. These operations can be used80
when linguistic hedges, such as ”very” or ”not very,” are used [6]. Natural language consists of fundamental terms81
called ”atomic terms”. Examples of some atomic terms are ”medium”, ”young” and ”beautiful”, etc. Collection82
of atomic terms are called composite terms. Examples of composite terms are ”Very slow car”, ”Slightly Young83
student”, ”fairly beautiful lady”, etc. The atomic terms are called linguistic variable in Fuzzy set theory Linguistic84
variable differs from a numerical variable in that; its values are not numbers but words or sentences in Natural85
languages. The purpose of using the linguistic Variable is to provide a means of approximate characterization86
of phenomena that is not defined properly. Linguistic variables can be characterized by the use of trapezoidal87
shaped possibility distribution. In linguistics, fundamental atomic terms are often modified with adjectives (noun)88
or adverbs (Verbs) like very, low, slightly, more-or-less, fairly, almost, roughly, etc. These modifiers are called89
Example : The ”Temperature” is a linguistic variable. We can define four linguistic labels, like ”Very_Cold,”90
”Cold,” ”Hot,” and ”Very_Hot,” using the membership functions depicted in the diagram as: The SQL uses91
the crisp logic in querying process that causes crisp selection. It means that the record would have not been92
selected even if it is extremely close to the intent of the query criterion. As the criterion becomes more and more93
complex, the set of records selected by the WHERE statement becomes more and more crisp. If the classical94
SQL is used for solving this problem, the SQL relaxation would have to be used in the following way: select95
attribute_1,?,attribute_n from T where ateribute_p > P-p and attribute_r < R+r where p and r are used to96
expand the initial query criteria to select records that almost meet the query criteria. This approach has two97
disadvantages [3].98

First, the meaning of the initial query is diluted in order to capture adjacent records. The meaning of a99
query: ”where attribute_p is more than P” is changed and adjacent records satisfy a query in the same way as100
initial ones. More precisely, the difference between original and adjacent data (caught records along the ”edge”101
of interesting space) does not exist. Secondly problem rises from the question: what about records that are very102
close to satisfy the new expanded query and it is useful to make another expanding of a query. In this way more103
data from the database is selected, but the user has lost the accuracy of his query.104

An application layer is placed over the SQL and it wil perform the necessary translation by acting as a105
middleware. It is assumed that the underlying database will be crisp. Therefore the fuzziness is incorporated106
in the front end only. At the front end, initially the Fuzzy sets Linguistic Variables on the necessary domains107
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are defined. a) FSQL Architecture SQL is the most influential commercially marketed database query language.108
It uses a combination of relational algebra and relational calculus constructs to retrieve desired data from a109
database. FSQL is SQL that can handle fuzzy attribute values. The main difference between SQL and FSQL110
is that SQL returns a subset of the database as the query result. When attributes with fuzzy values appear in111
the query, it is transformed into a query that can be handled by SQL and finally results obtained from the SQL112
query are then post processed in order to obtain the desired information.113

The components of FSQL architecture are as:114
Traditional Database : They are data from our relations with a special format to store the fuzzy attribute115

values. The fuzzy attributes are classified ”Fuzzy querying is similar to the process of ordinary querying, but116
more complexes. ”. Classical relational databases suffer from a lack of flexibility in query. The given selection117
condition and the contents of the relations are all crisp. A query is flexible if the following conditions can be118
satisfied 1. A qualitative distinction between the selected tuples is allowed. 2. Imprecise conditions inside queries119
are introduced when the user cannot define his/her needs in a definite way, or when a pre specified number of120
responses is desired and therefore a margin is allowed to interpret the query. The crucial difference between fuzzy121
queries and exact queries is the number of records brought into the memory. A large number of tuples will be122
selected by fuzzy condition in comparison to the crisp one. If a record consists of a fuzzy attribute, say height,123
a query such as retrieve all tall people” will cause a considerable portion of the database being brought into the124
memory. Fuzzy querying allows one to express vague predicates represented by fuzzy sets. Therefore, access125
paths of the existing index structures cannot be used directly since fuzzy has also other differences from crisp126
querying. One of the distinguishing features of fuzzy querying is the concept of a matching degree belonging to127
the [0, 1] interval. The fuzzy query evaluation against a crisp database may be considered as a special case of a128
more general and complex case of fuzzy, possibility based databases. In the latter case we deal with imperfect129
information both in the query and in the database. Namely, the query may contain linguistic terms represented by130
the fuzzy sets and the values of attributes in the database may be represented by possibility distributions. Then,131
a simple query condition may be expressed as the requirement that a numeric attribute value, represented by the132
possibility distribution ¼(u), matches a soft constraint represented by the fuzzy set P. The matching degree is133
evaluated using two measures: In general, we have two feasible ways to incorporate fuzziness in databases :134

1. Making fuzzy queries to the classical databases 2. Adding fuzzy information to the system: The tables135
that are required are, Meta_Information But in fact, it is could not be realized directly. Therefore, it must be136
transformed equivalence precise conditions linked with the fuzzy membership function values. The first step is137
calculating individual membership value; the second is by the formula For example the query: SELECT id, name,138
department, age, salary FROM; employee, agemember, salarymember WHERE; employee.id = agemember.id139
and; employee.id = salarymember.id and; agemember.old >= 0.5+z and; salarymember.high >= 0.5+z;140

The value of variable: z could be adjusted automatically through the selection of the object: combobox. The141
codes of this part are about:142

The user’s query is finished by input query words or ?-threshold into the text boxes; the fuzzy operator is by143
clicking the combo boxes. The programmer could judge from these inputs. do case case s=”extremely”, z=0.4.144
case s=”very”, z=0.2. case s=”a little”, z=-0.2 Fig. ??.4 : Implementation of FSQL This paper presents an145
introduction to fuzzy logic and fuzzy databases. The fuzzy SQL is in this approach an independent module and it146
can be used when the user wants to use a linguistic expression in queries. The proposed framework is successfully147
implemented and the translation of fuzzy query into SQL in relational databases is carried out. The fuzziness148
is in the form of approximate values or linguistic variables, which can be applied only in queries. Though the149
fuzziness can be incorporated by storing the fuzzy value inside the database, it may not be the efficient method150
in the real time. Fuzzy databases are still not popular among the people because they are reluctant to replace151
their crisp data by fuzzy data before they are convinced. Various fuzzy database models, including relational152
and object-oriented databases, have been proposed over the past thirty years and tremendous gain is hereby153
accomplished 1 2154
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,

SELECT atributeList
FROM tableNameList
[WHERE conditionList]
[GROUP BY atributeList
HAVING conditionList]
[THRESHOLD number]
Query (extremely old, salary is a little high). The
ideal SQL commands could be:
SELECT * FROM queryanalyzer.mdb;
WHERE age=”extremely old” AND salary=”a
little high”

[Note: Meta-Information table containsall the information related to fuzzification of the different attributes of
different tables. The Linguistic_Hedges table contains the linguistic hedges and the computation formula for
computing new membership values called manipulated membership values. Membership table has three Global
Journal of Computer Science and Technology Volume XII Issue VI Version I appear when parts of a fuzzy query
are processed. The syntax of FSQL query.]

Figure 8: Table ,
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columns viz., Col_Name, Membership_Value and Manipulated_Membership_Value.156
The column Col_Name refers to the value of the corresponding attribute on which the membership value is157

to be computed. The column Membership Value refers to the degree of membership of the attribute in fuzzy set.158
The column Manipulated_Membership_Value refers to the degree of membership of the attribute based on the159
linguistic hedges present in the query [7]. . Let trapezoidal map of AGE (young) for an instance Is as:160

Here, a = 0; b = 18; c = 30; d = 40161
Here, a = 1500; b = 2500; c = 3000; d = 3500162
Here, a = 3000; b = 3500163
In FSQL linguistic terms may appear as fuzzy values, relations, and quantifiers (associated with aggregation164

operators) in the WHERE clause and other clauses.. This is called by Bosc et al. the vertical quantification in165
contrast to the horizontal quantification when a quantifier plays the role of an aggregation operator and replaces166
the AND or OR connectives in a condition. All the operations of the relational algebra (implicitly or explicitly167
used in SQL’s SELECT instruction) are redefined to properly process fuzzy relations that168
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